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1.    Read and circle True or False. 

 
I always go to the cinema on Sunday mornings because it’s cheaper. I usually go with 

my friends but sometimes I go with my parents. I always take sweets with me but I buy 

a drink there. I never get popcorn because I hate it! How often do you go to the cinema? 

 
 

a) I go to the cinema on Sundays.   True   False 

b) I sometimes go with my friends. True   False 

c) I don’t buy sweets at the cinema. True   False 

d) I take a drink from home.  True   False 

e) I always get popcorn .                True   False 
 
 
2.   Read the descriptions of some adjectives. What is the word for each one? The first letter is already there. There is 

one space for each other letter in the word. 

     a)   Having lived or existed for a very long time. a __ __ __ __ __ __ 

     b)   Belonging to the present time or most recent time. m __ __ __ __ __  

     c)   Making a lot of loud or unpleasant sounds. n __ __ __ __  

     d)   Land, water, air, etc. dirty and not safe or suitable to use. p __ __ __ __ __ __ __ 

     e) The quality or state of being calm and not noisy. q __ __ __ __ 

 

3.  Complete the columns with the comparative form of the adjectives from the box, only one for each line.

        

 

 

 

 

 

 

big    cheap    easy            good         polluted    noisy          hot       little           far     boring             cold                

   healthy       clean       modern       ancient   happy         thin     short       quiet      late          bad                      



4.  Complete the sentences using the adjectives in parentheses. Pay attention to the symbols (-, +, =). Follow the 

example. 

Example:  
Patrick is _______________ Mary. (- beautiful) – less beautiful than 
Patrick is _______________ Mary. (+beautiful) – more beautiful than 
Patrick is _______________ Mary. (=beautiful) – as beautiful as 

 
a) Brad Pitt is ______________________________________ Zac Afron. (= handsome) 

b) Angelina Jolie is __________________________________ Cameron Diaz. (+ pretty) 

c) Rafael is ________________________________________ his wife. (+ old) 

d) Giovanna is ______________________________________her sister. (- intelligent) 

e) My husband is __________________________________ my grandfather. (+ healthy) 

f) Marcelo is _____________________________________ Gabriel. (+ lazy) 

g) Julia is ________________________________________ her mother. (= ambitious) 

h) I am __________________________________________ Bill Gates. (- rich) 

 

5. Compare the pictures. Write sentences using not as… as (comparison of equality negative) 

 

 

6 . Use the adjectives in parentheses to write comparisons.  (superiority) 

 

a) Tokyo / Goias Velho (modern)    ___________________________________________________________ 

b) Her hair / my hair (long)         ______________________________________________________________ 

c) February / December (short)  ______________________________________________________________ 

d) Cairo  / Goiania (ancient)         ______________________________________________________________ 

e) Pizza / rice and beans (good)   ______________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

Easy peasy lemon squeezy? 



 

 

 

 

 

 


